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Shares in Perth-based mineral processing technology company TNG have surged after it announced plans to partner
with a German ﬁrm to develop new clean hydrogen production technology.
The company plans to use the carbon neutral technology at its Mount Peake vanadium-titanium-iron project 230km
north of Alice Springs as it works to decarbonise its processing facility.
Shares in TNG were up 17 per cent to 9.7¢ at 12.55pm.

The technology will be able to produce so-called “green hydrogen” from renewable, secondary or fossil hydrocarbon
sources. It could also be applied to TNG’s Tivan process which is used at its mineral processing facility.
“There is a huge amount of momentum globally moving towards a hydrogen-based economy,” TNG managing director
Paul Burton said.
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Mr Burton added the technology could make the Tivan process carbon-neutral as the company works to become a
sustainable metals producer.
It is expected the technology will signiﬁcantly reduce how much electricity is required to produce hydrogen, using only
a third of the amount consumed via water electrolysis.
SMS senior vice-president of strategic project development Herbert Weissenbaeck said the future of the metallurgical
industry would rely on low-cost renewable electrical energy, as well as carbon-neutral means of energy transport and
storage.
Mr Weissenbaeck said TNG could “reap immediate beneﬁts” from decarbonising Tivan and producing green hydrogen.
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TNG partners
with SMS for
hydrogen tech
Shares in Perth-based mineral
processing technology company
TNG have surged after it
announced plans to partner
with German firm SMS to develop new clean hydrogen production technology.
The company plans to use the
carbon-neutral technology at its
Mt Peake vanadium-titaniumiron project, located 230km
north of Alice Springs, as it
works to decarbonise its processing facility.
The technology will be able to
produce “green hydrogen” from
renewable, secondary or fossil
hydrocarbon sources.
“There is a huge amount of
momentum globally moving
towards a hydrogen-based economy,” TNG managing director
Paul Burton said.
Mr Burton added the technology could make the Tivan process carbon-neutral as the
company works to become a sustainable metals producer.
It is expected the technology
will significantly reduce how
much electricity is required to
produce hydrogen.
Shares in TNG closed 13.2 per
cent higher at 9.4¢.
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